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Abstract

In mouse visual cortex, right after eye-opening binocular cells have different orientation pref-
erences for input from the two eyes. With normal visual experience during a critical period,
these orientation preferences shift and eventually become well matched. To gain insight into the
matching process, we developed a computational model of a cortical cell receiving - via plastic
synapses - orientation selective inputs that are individually monocular. The model captures the
experimentally observed matching of the orientation preferences, the dependence of matching on
ocular dominance of the cell, and the relationship between the degree of matching and the result-
ing monocular orientation selectivity. Moreover, our model puts forward testable predictions: i)
the matching speed increases with initial ocular dominance and decreases with initial orientation
selectivity; ii) matching proceeds faster than the sharpening of the orientation selectivity, suggest-
ing that orientation selectivity is not a driving force for the matching process; iii) there are two
main routes to matching: the preferred orientations either drift towards each other or one of the
orientations switches suddenly. The latter occurs for cells with large initial mismatch and can
render the cell monocular. We expect that these results provide insight more generally into the
development of neuronal systems that integrate inputs from multiple sources, including different
sensory modalities.

New & Noteworthy

Animals gather information through multiple modalities (vision, audition, touch, etc). These infor-
mation streams have to be merged coherently to provide a meaningful representation of the world.
Thus, for neurons in visual cortex V1 the orientation selectivities for inputs from the two eyes have to
match to enable binocular vision. We analyze the postnatal process underlying this matching using
computational modeling. It captures recent experimental results and reveals interdependence between
matching, ocular dominance, and orientation selectivity.
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1 Introduction1

Animals receive information about the world2

through multiple modalities (vision, audition,3

touch, etc). For these information streams to pro-4

vide a meaningful representation of the sensory5

world they have to be merged in a coherent fash-6

ion; only then do they enable the brain to bet-7

ter detect events, analyze the corresponding situ-8

ations and then make decisions accordingly. Typi-9

cally, this coherence is only acquired during a post-10

natal critical period [1].11

The merging of across-modality information has12

been extensively investigated in the cat superior13

colliculus (SC) [2, 3, 4, 5] as well as the optic tec-14

tum of the barn owl [6], where multisensory neu-15

rons integrate the information they receive from16

upstream unisensory neurons in different sensory17

channels (e.g., visual and auditory). Like in other18

sensory systems, the capability of SC multisensory19

neurons to engage in multisensory integration is20

not innate but learned gradually during postnatal21

life as a consequence of normal multisensory expe-22

rience. Two main results of the multisensory neu-23

rons’ learning process in SC are the initial develop-24

ment of large, unisensory receptive fields for visual25

and auditory input and their subsequent contrac-26

tion and matching across modalities. This can27

enhance the degree to which the neurons’ recep-28

tive fields for visual and auditory inputs pertain to29

the same spatial location and enables the neuron30

to extract coherent information from the different31

modalities.32

Matching of different information streams can also33

play an important role within a single modality. In34

the visual system, for instance, neurons in the vi-35

sual cortex prefer similar orientations through the36

two eyes. As in the multisensory case, this binoc-37

ular matching requires normal sensory experience.38

Shortly after eye-opening cortical cells in layer 2/339

have quite different monocular orientation prefer-40

ences through each eye [7]. With normal binocular41

visual experience these preferences become binoc-42

ularly matched to the adult level by postnatal day43

31 (P31) [7], which corresponds to the end of the44

critical period for ocular dominance plasticity [8].45

Inspired by these experimental results and to gain46

insight into general matching mechanisms, we de-47

veloped a computational model for the develop-48

ment and matching of input preferences of neurons49

receiving multi-channel input via plastic synapses.50

In the case of multisensory SC neurons the input 51

preferences would correspond to visual and audi- 52

tory receptive fields. For concreteness, we will fo- 53

cus here on the binocular matching in V1, where 54

the input preferences correspond to orientation 55

preferences. 56

We considered a single spiking neuron that re- 57

ceives orientation-selective inputs, separately from 58

each eye. The evolution of the synaptic weights 59

was driven by stimuli representing gratings with 60

randomly switching orientation. In an initial 61

phase these inputs were uncorrelated between the 62

two eyes to mimic spontaneous retinal or thalamic 63

activity before eye opening [9]. After eye-opening 64

the inputs were chosen to be perfectly correlated 65

between left and right. Our aim was to keep the 66

model as simple as possible, while still capturing 67

a wide range of experimental observations. We 68

therefore did not modify the plasticity rules when 69

switching between these two phases and did not in- 70

clude a transition period (P15-P20) during which 71

the input changes from being dominated by spon- 72

taneous activity to being dominated by visually- 73

evoked activity [10]. 74

Our model captures key experimental observations 75

[11, 12]: 76

1. the matching is predominantly achieved by 77

shifting the orientation preference for input 78

from the weaker eye. 79

2. the resulting binocular orientation selectivity 80

increases with decreasing mismatch. 81

In addition, the model provides insight into a num- 82

ber of further experimental observations and puts 83

forward testable predictions: 84

1. the matching speed increases with initial oc- 85

ular dominance, suggesting ocular dominance 86

as a key driver of the binocular matching pro- 87

cess. 88

2. matching proceeds faster than the sharpening 89

of the orientation selectivity, suggesting that 90

matching is not driven by the orientation se- 91

lectivity. 92

3. the matching speed decreases with greater ini- 93

tial orientation selectivity. 94

4. the orientation selectivity becomes enhanced 95

through the matching process only when the 96

mismatch is sufficiently small. 97
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5. there are two main routes to matching: the98

preferred orientations either drift towards99

each other or one of the orientations switches100

quite suddenly, involving a transient loss of101

binocularity, which can become permanent if102

it occurs towards the end of the critical pe-103

riod. While drifting occurs for small initial104

mismatch, switching is specific for large mis-105

match.106

We expect that these results provide insight more107

generally into how neuronal systems can develop108

to integrate inputs from multiple sources coher-109

ently in order to generate normal neuronal func-110

tion.111

2 Methods112

Neuron model. We used an adaptive exponen-113

tial integrate-and-fire model [13] with an addi-114

tional current describing an afterpotential depo-115

larization [14]. In this model the evolution of the116

postsynaptic membrane potential u(t) was given117

by118

C
d

dt
u = −gL(u−Er)+gL∆T e

u−VT
∆T −wad+z+I ,

(1)

119

where Er was approximately the resting potential,120

C the membrane capacitance, gL the leak conduc-121

tance, and I the current stimulation. The expo-122

nential term mimicked the activation of sodium123

current. Upon reaching the peak voltage Vpeak,124

the voltage u was reset to the fixed value Vreset .125

The parameter ∆T was the slope factor and VT126

was the (variable) threshold potential. The vari-127

able wad represented a hyperpolarizing adapta-128

tion current with dynamics given by129

τwad
d

dt
wad = a(u− Er)− wad , (2)

where τwad was the time constant of the adapta-130

tion of the neuron and a controlled the strength131

with which wad was driven. On firing, wad was132

increased by an amount b. The afterpotential de-133

polarization was captured by the variable z. It was134

set to Isp immediately after a spike and decayed135

then with a time constant τz,136

τz
d

dt
z = −z . (3)

Refractoriness was modeled by employing an 137

adaptive threshold VT , which was set to VTmax im- 138

mediately after a spike and decayed then to VTrest 139

with a time constant τVT , 140

τVT
d

dt
VT = −(VT − VTrest) . (4)

Parameters for the neuron were taken from [15] 141

and kept fixed throughout all simulations (see Ta- 142

ble 1). 143

To test the robustness of our results we also used 144

a simplified neuron model with both the adap- 145

tation current and afterdepolarization removed, 146

with which we obtained very similar results. 147

Synaptic Inputs. Our model consisted of one 148

postsynaptic binocular cell modeling a cortical cell 149

in V1 receiving 500 excitatory, monocular, tuned 150

synaptic inputs (Fig.1A), driven by independent 151

Poisson spike trains. They were divided equally 152

into inputs from the left and the right eye, respec- 153

tively. In addition, inhibitory, untuned synaptic 154

inputs were introduced to capture the sublinear 155

binocular integration observed experimentally [16] 156

(Fig.2). The monocular orientation preferences of 157

the tuned excitatory synapses were linearly spaced 158

between 0◦ and 180◦. To mimic visual input con- 159

sisting of gratings oriented at an angle θ0 each 160

excitatory synapse i with preferred orientation θi 161

received as input a Poisson spike train with an 162

average firing rate given by the von Mises distri- 163

bution with center 2θ0, 164

νi = A
ek cos(2(θi−θ0))

2πI0(k)
. (5)

Here the modified Bessel function of order 0, I0(k), 165

provided the normalization and A controlled the 166

overall amplitude of the input. The value of k was 167

determined by matching the tuning width of νi 168

to that observed for neurons in layer 2/3 [17, 18]. 169

All excitatory and inhibitory synapses delivered 170

conductance-based currents. The total synaptic 171

current Isyn was given by 172

Isyn =
i=500∑
i=1

Xi wi gex (Vex − u) + ginh (Vinh − u).

(6)

where gex (ginh) was the excitatory (inhibitory) 173

synaptic conductance, Vex (Vinh) the reversal po- 174

tential of the excitatory (inhibitory) synapses. 175

The presynaptic Poisson spike trains were given 176
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Neuron model
Parameter Value Parameter Value
C, membrane capacitance 281 pF a, subthreshold adaptation 4 nS
gL, leak conductance 35 nS b, spike triggered adaptation 0.0805

nA
Er, approximated resting
potential

-70.6 mV Isp, spike current after a spike 400 pA

∆T , slope factor 2 mV τz, spike current time constant 40 ms
VT , threshold potential at
rest

-50.4 mV τVT , threshold potential
time constant

50 ms

Vreset, resetting voltage -50.4 mV VTmax , threshold potential
after a spike

30.4 mV

Vpeak, spiking threshold 20 mV k, argument of modified
Bessel function for synaptic
input

1.7

τwad , adaptation time
constant

144 ms A, amplitude of the
orientation-selective response of
synapses

0.14

gex, excitatory synaptic
conductance

35 nS Vex, reversal potential of the
excitatory synapse

0 mV

ginh, inhibitory synaptic
conductance

40 nS Vinh, reversal potential of the
inhibitory synapse

-80 mV

Table 1: Parameters used in the model for the neuron. All parameters were set in advance on
the basis of [15].

by Xi(t) =
∑
n δ(t − t

(n)
i ) with i the index of the177

synapse and n counting the spikes in the train.178

The conductance ginh of the inhibitory synapses179

was chosen to match the experimentally observed180

binocular sublinear integration ratio [16] (Fig.2).181

Since the inhibitory synapses were not plastic, the182

timing of that input was not essential and we mod-183

eled it as steady. The difference in the strength of184

input from the ipsilateral eye and from the con-185

tralateral eye was not included in the model.186

Ocular dominance has been revealed as playing a187

key role in the matching outcome [12]. In experi-188

ments the ODIs of V1 cells that are upstream from189

the neuron in our model are distributed between190

−1 and +1 with a small bias toward the contralat-191

eral eye [19]. To focus on the key elements of the192

development and binocular matching of monocu-193

lar preferred orientation and to avoid unnecessary194

complexities, we restricted in our model the ODI195

of the upstream neurons to the extreme values ±1.196

Thus, the upstream cells were effectively assumed197

to be monocular. Correspondingly, we did not in-198

clude in our model an early phase during which199

the preferred orientations of upstream neurons be-200

come matched.201

Plasticity model. The excitatory synapses were 202

chosen to be plastic while the strength of the in- 203

hibitory synapses were kept fixed. As plasticity 204

model we chose the model of voltage-based STDP 205

with homeostasis introduced in [15], which exhib- 206

ited separate additive contributions to the plas- 207

ticity rule for long-term depression (LTD) and for 208

long-term potentiation (LTP), 209

d

dt
wi = −ALTD(u)Xi [u− − θ−] +

+ALTP xi [u− θ+]+ [u+ − θ−] +.

The weights were limited by hard bounds, wmin ≤ 210

wi ≤ wmax. The LTP component depended on the 211

postsynaptic membrane potential and a low-pass 212

filtered version of the presynaptic spike train ob- 213

tained via 214

τx
d

dt
xi = −xi +Xi(t). (7)

The low-pass filtered, postsynaptic membrane po- 215

tentials ū± were obtained via 216

τ±
d

dt
u± = −u± + u(t) (8)
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Plasticity model
Parameter Value Parameter Value
θ+, threshold potential for
voltage

-45.3 mV τ−, time constant for
filtered voltage u−

10 ms

θ−, threshold potential for
filtered voltage

-70.6 mV τ+, time constant for
filtered voltage u+

7 ms

A
(0)

LTD, amplitude of LTD 7× 10−4mV−2 τx, time constant for the
presynaptic spiking trace

15 ms

ALTP, amplitude of LTP 12× 10−4mV−2 τth, time constant for the
homeostasis

1.2 s

wmin, lower bound for the
synaptic weight

0 wmax, upper bound for
the synaptic weight

1.6

Table 2: Parameters of the plasticity model. Parameters as used in [15] for visual cortex, except

for A
(0)

LTD, ALTP, which have been increased to speed up the simulations.

and entered the plasticity rule through the recti-217

fier denoted by [. . .]+. The amplitude ALTD(u) =218

A
(0)

LTD
u

2

u2
ref

captured a homeostatic process based219

on the low-pass filtered square of the deviation of220

the membrane potential from the resting poten-221

tial,222

τth
d(u

2
)

dt
= −u2

+ (u(t)− Er)2
. (9)

Thus, the key features of this plasticity model are223

that depression occurs when a presynaptic spike224

arrives and the average voltage u− surpasses the225

threshold θ−, while a synapse is potentiated if the226

momentary postsynaptic voltage u(t) is above the227

threshold θ+ and the average voltage u+ is above228

θ− during a time of order τx after a presynaptic229

spike.230

Parameters for the plasticity model were kept fixed231

throughout all simulations (see Table 2).232

Simulation. The initial strengths of the excita-233

tory synapses were chosen randomly from a uni-234

form distribution within [wmin, wmax]. For the235

first stage from t = 0 to t = tswitch, we simulated236

monocular vision by presenting a random sequence237

of oriented visual inputs that were uncorrelated238

between the left and the right eye. The orien-239

tation of the visual input was randomly changed240

every 225 ms. This represented the monocular241

phase (MP) of the simulation (Fig.1B). Then, in242

the second, binocular phase (BP) from t = tswitch243

to t = tfinal, we simulated binocular vision by pre-244

senting a random sequence of oriented visual in-245

puts that were identical for the two eyes. The ori-246

entation of the visual input was again changed ran-247

domly at the same frequency as in MP. We omit- 248

ted the transition period (P15-P20) during which 249

spontaneous activity and visually evoked activity 250

are both driving plasticity [10]. To monitor the 251

evolution of the orientation preference we recorded 252

all synaptic strengths every 250 ms. Monocular 253

and binocular tuning curves were generated by 254

testing the spiking response of the postsynaptic 255

cell for the recorded synaptic strengths every 20s. 256

To gather statistics, we ran the simulations multi- 257

ple times (n = 5600 trials). 258

All numerical simulations were performed with 259

MATLAB. The code is available from the authors 260

upon request. 261

Data analysis. We characterized the response of 262

the postsynaptic neuron using the average spiking 263

rate during windows with a duration of 1 second, 264

both monocularly and binocularly. The tuning 265

curve was generated by plotting the response mag- 266

nitude against the orientation of the visual input. 267

We defined the orientation preference of the cell 268

as the orientation that gave the largest response. 269

This was done for monocular input yielding sep- 270

arate preferred orientations OL,R for the left and 271

right eye, respectively, and for binocular input re- 272

sulting in Obino. The monocular/binocular spik- 273

ing rate was defined as the response for the pre- 274

ferred orientations OL,R and Obino, respectively. 275

The mismatch ∆O in the orientation preference 276

was calculated as the smaller of the two values 277

|OL −OR| and 180◦ − |OL −OR|. The global ori- 278

entation selectivity index (gOSI) was computed as 279

the magnitude of the sum
∑
R(θ)e2θi∑
R(θ) over all an- 280

gles with R(θ) giving the firing rate response at 281
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orientation θ. The ocular dominance index (ODI)282

for each cell was calculated as R−L
R+L , where R and283

L represent the maximum response magnitude for284

input from the right and left eye, respectively. The285

ODI ranges from −1 and 1, where positive values286

indicate right bias and negative values indicate287

left bias. The prediction error for the matching288

outcome was the difference between the predicted289

and the measured binocular preferred orientation.290

The decay rate of mismatch during binocular vi-291

sion from t1 (with mismatch ∆O1) to t2 (with mis-292

match ∆O2) was determined by − ∆O2−∆O1

∆O1(t2−t1) . To293

reduce the impact of noise, we included in the com-294

putation of the matching rate only times for which295

∆O1 was larger than 30◦.296

3 Results297

Here we developed a simple computational model298

(Fig.1A) to investigate the development and299

matching of receptive fields in a multi-channel sys-300

tem in the context of the orientation selectivity301

and its binocular matching in primary visual cor-302

tex (V1). The model consisted of one hypothetical303

binocular cell receiving 500 excitatory, monocu-304

larly tuned synaptic inputs, which were divided305

equally into inputs from the left and the right306

eye. The orientation preferences of the inputs from307

each eye were linearly spaced in the range 0◦ to308

180◦. Thus, each synapse received an indepen-309

dent Poisson spike train with a firing rate that310

depended on the difference between its preferred311

orientation and the orientation of the simulated312

input. In addition, the post-synaptic cell received313

inhibitory, untuned synaptic inputs to capture the314

experimentally observed sublinear binocular inte-315

gration [16] (Fig.2). These inputs were also mod-316

eled as Poisson spike trains. While the inhibitory317

synapses were non-plastic, the excitatory synapses318

were plastic; their synaptic weights changed de-319

pending on the timing of pre- and post-synaptic320

spikes, the post-synaptic voltage and low-pass fil-321

tered versions thereof [15]. Note that, effectively,322

the visual inputs in our model were all presented323

with the same spatial phase. Therefore, the dif-324

ference in the phase dependence of the response325

of complex cells and simple cells in V1 was not326

considered in the model.327

We started the computation with uniformly dis-328

tributed random synaptic weights. In the first,329

monocular phase (MP) from time t = 0 to t =330

tswitch we simulated monocular vision by present- 331

ing inputs that corresponded to bars with an ori- 332

entation that was uncorrelated between the left 333

and the right eye and randomly switched every 334

225ms. In the second, binocular phase (BP) from 335

t = tswitch to t = tfinal we simulated binocular vi- 336

sion by presenting identical visual inputs to the 337

two eyes, again randomly switching orientation in 338

time with the same frequency as in MP. To mon- 339

itor the evolution of the orientation preference of 340

the cell, we recorded all synaptic strengths every 341

250ms and generated tuning curves by measur- 342

ing the spiking response of the post-synaptic neu- 343

ron during both MP and BP (Fig.1B). To gather 344

statistics, we ran many trials, each resulting in 345

an effectively different cell with different response 346

properties (n = 5600 trials). 347

Synaptic plasticity captures binocular 348

matching 349

The results obtained in our model are consis- 350

tent with key aspects of previous experiments 351

[11, 7, 12]. Using a tuning width for the inputs 352

that corresponds to that of cells in layer 4 [17], 353

our model reproduced the development of orien- 354

tation selectivity for V1 cells with global orien- 355

tation selectivity index (gOSI) and tuning width 356

similar to those found experimentally in layer 2/3 357

[17, 18]. Also, the experimentally observed sublin- 358

ear binocular integration [16] was captured in our 359

model (Fig.2). 360

Moreover, while right after eye-opening a frac- 361

tion of V1 cells has been observed to have well- 362

developed orientation selectivity, their monocular 363

preferred orientations for input from the left and 364

the right were poorly matched [11]. In fact, in 365

some cells, they were nearly 90◦ apart, the maxi- 366

mal possible difference. This mismatch decreased 367

substantially with age to reach the adult level by 368

P30-P36 [11, 7]. 369

In our model, during the initial phase of MP 370

multiple sets of synapses were potentiated. Due 371

to the random distribution of the initial synap- 372

tic strengths, the randomly chosen orientations of 373

the first several inputs, as well as the variabil- 374

ity of the number of spikes in the Poisson spike 375

trains received by the synapses during the presen- 376

tations of each input their strengths did not vary 377

smoothly with orientation. Nevertheless, the sets 378

of potentiated synapses roughly specified monoc- 379
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Figure 1: Computational Model. (A) The postsynaptic neuron received synaptic inputs as Poisson
spike trains from 500 excitatory, orientation-selective synapses and conductance-based current inputs
from non-selective inhibitory synapses, divided equally into inputs from the left and the right eye.
Random sequences of oriented visual input characterized by orientation θ were presented to each eye.
Only excitatory synapses were plastic. (B) Simulation protocol: The orientation of the simulated
visual input was randomly shifted every 225 ms. The left and right inputs were uncorrelated until
tswitch = 56.25s (monocular phase), then left and right inputs were identical (binocular phase).
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Figure 2: Sublinear integration ratio of the spiking rate. The ratio of the spiking rate for binocular
input during the binocular phase and the sum of the corresponding monocular rates is plotted against
the sum of the monocular spiking rates.
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ular orientational receptive fields (ORFs) of the380

postsynaptic neuron, defined as those orientations381

to which the neuron responded significantly. Dur-382

ing MP these ORFs for input from the left and383

the right eye did not match (Fig.3A1,2 up to384

t = tswitch, marked by white dashed lines), which385

manifested itself also in non-matching orientation386

tuning curves (Fig.3B1,2).387

During BP both eyes received the same inputs.388

This allowed the potentiation of weak synapses389

that by themselves were not strong enough to390

drive a post-synaptic spike, if the synapses with391

the same orientation preference but receiving in-392

put from the other eye were sufficiently strong to393

trigger a spike. This slowly modified the ORFs394

and the tuning curves (Fig.3A,B for t > tswitch),395

decreasing the mismatch between the two monoc-396

ular orientation preferences. Eventually, in almost397

all trials the preferences became matched within398

20◦ (Fig.3C).399

The effect of ODI on the matching outcome400

It has been shown that three weeks of environ-401

mental enrichment (EE) can rescue the disrupted402

binocular mismatch caused by visual deprivation403

during the critical period [12]. These experiments404

revealed that ocular dominance plays a key role405

in the binocular matching process. In cells whose406

response was dominated by one of the two eyes,407

binocular matching was achieved by the orienta-408

tion preference for input from the nondominant409

eye changing, while the orientation preference for410

input from the dominant eye did not change much.411

Motivated by this experimental result, we deter-412

mined for each trial the change δOL,R in the left413

and right monocular orientation preferences dur-414

ing BP as well as the ocular dominance index415

(ODI) right before BP. The statistics of δOL,R416

and ODI across many trials are shown in two-417

dimensional histograms (Fig.4A,B). As in the ex-418

periments, the range in the change of orientation419

preference for input from the nondominant eye420

was much wider than that for the dominant eye.421

Fig.4C shows an illustrative example in which at422

tswitch (white dashed line) the cell was dominated423

by the input from the right eye (ODI= 0.415).424

During BP the preferred orientation for input from425

the nondominant (left) eye changed substantially,426

while that for input from the dominant (right) eye427

did not evolve much.428

The interaction between orientation selec- 429

tivity and matching 430

Previous experimental results revealed an inverse 431

relationship between mismatch and gOSI: cells 432

with smaller orientation mismatch had greater ori- 433

entation selectivity. This did not hold in mice 434

whose binocular matching process was compro- 435

mised by visual deprivation; their ∆O values 436

spanned the entire 0◦−90◦ range for all gOSI val- 437

ues [12]. The histograms in Fig.5 show the rela- 438

tionship between mismatch and gOSI obtained in 439

the model at the onset of BP at tswitch (Fig.5A) 440

and at an intermediate time during BP (Fig.5B). 441

In most trials, the cell was neither well-matched 442

nor very selective at the end of MP (Fig.5A). Con- 443

sistent with the experimental results, at interme- 444

diate times during BP the mismatch was small in 445

highly orientation-selective cells (Fig.5B). 446

To gain insight into the relationship between the 447

matching process and the sharpening of the ori- 448

entation selectivity, we measured the evolution 449

of the gOSI for different durations of the MP. 450

For tswitch > 1250s the gOSI reached a steady 451

state during MP (Fig.5C). Remarkably, its satu- 452

ration value was significantly lower than the value 453

reached during BP, even if that BP followed an MP 454

with short duration. This indicates that binocu- 455

lar vision enhanced the development of orientation 456

selectivity. Moreover, the mismatch approached 457

its final value faster than the gOSI did (Fig.5D). 458

Further analysis employing initial conditions with 459

well-controlled mismatch showed that less selec- 460

tive cells matched faster (Fig.5E) and cells did not 461

become more selective until the mismatch had be- 462

come small enough (Fig.5F). This suggests that 463

the matching process enhanced the orientation se- 464

lectivity, while orientation selectivity was not a 465

driving force of binocular matching but had, in- 466

stead, a negative effect on matching. 467

Moreover, at the onset of BP the left and right 468

orientation selectivities were often quite different 469

from each other leading to a broad distribution 470

across trials (Fig.6A). But binocular vision en- 471

hanced the selectivities and drove them to the 472

same large value (Fig.6B,C). 473

Prediction of matching outcome 474

Next, we put forward testable predictions based 475

on our model. We hypothesized that the binocular 476
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Figure 4: Orientation preference mostly changes for nondominant eye. (A) Two-dimensional
histogram in which the greyscale of each square bin indicates the percentage of trials yielding cells
whose monocular orientation preference through the left eye changed by δOL (vertical axis) during BP
and that had an ODI at tswitch as given on the horizontal axis. (B) Same plot as (A), except for the
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left and right monocular firing rates at tswitch (ODI>0).
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orientation preference right before BP could pre-477

dict the eventual matching outcome. We therefore478

defined the prediction error as the difference be-479

tween the final binocular preferred orientation and480

that at the beginning of BP (Fig.7A). Overall, the481

binocular orientation preference at tswitch was a482

quite good predictor for the orientation preference483

at all time points during BP that we investigated484

(Fig.7B). Note that in Fig.7B the histogram of485

the prediction error was normalized separately for486

each value of the mismatch. This revealed that for487

small mismatch almost all trials had a prediction488

error of less than 20◦, while for large mismatch489

the distribution of prediction errors was almost490

uniform. Thus, the mismatch that remained at a491

given time during BP indicated quite well whether492

the binocular orientation preference at tswitch was493

a good predictor for the binocular orientation pref-494

erence at that later time.495

Can the reliability of the prediction for the496

preferred orientation already be anticipated at497

tswitch? Indeed, already the initial mismatch was498

a good indicator for this reliability (Fig.7C): the499

prediction was quite accurate when the initial mis-500

match was small, while it became less reliable for501

large initial mismatch.502

Since in the experiments the monocular, rather503

than the binocular tuning curves were measured504

[12], we tested how well the superposition of two505

monocular tuning curves at the onset of BP could506

predict the final, matched orientation. We found507

that at each time point the orientation prefer-508

ence determined by the linear superposition of two509

monocular curves was close to the binocular orien-510

tation preference and therefore it was also a good511

predictor for the matching outcome (Fig.8).512

The matched preferred orientation that emerges513

in a given trial reflects the initial synaptic weights514

as well as the sequence of presented visual inputs.515

Since in our simulations the synapses were plastic516

throughout the simulation and the sequence of in-517

puts random, the binocular preferred orientation518

evolved on a slow time scale, wandering around519

in a diffusive manner. The distribution of the520

prediction error across trials therefore broadened521

with time as shown in Fig.7D for well-matched522

cells (mismatch less than 20◦), implying a grow-523

ing mean prediction error.524

The speed of matching depends on the ini- 525

tial ODI 526

We next examined how initial ocular domi- 527

nance affected the speed of the matching pro- 528

cess. Figs.9A1,2,3 show the histogram of the mis- 529

match for various time points as a function of 530

the magnitude |ODI| of the ocular dominance in- 531

dex at tswitch. For high initial |ODI| the mis- 532

match decreased rapidly, while in many trials 533

that had a lower initial |ODI| the matching pro- 534

ceeded more slowly (most clearly seen comparing 535

t = 146.25s with t = tswitch). We quantified this 536

in terms of the decay rate of the mismatch given 537

by − ∆O2−∆O1

∆O1 (t2−t1) , where ∆O1,2 is the mismatch 538

at time t1,2, respectively. Fig.9B shows the mean 539

and standard deviation of the decay rates for dif- 540

ferent ranges of the |ODI| at tswitch. This result is 541

consistent with the intuition that cells with a low 542

initial |ODI| have two monocular ORFs with simi- 543

lar overall synaptic strengths, which compete with 544

each other during BP, slowing down the match- 545

ing process. This effect of ocular dominance on 546

the binocular matching rate reveals ocular domi- 547

nance as a driver of the binocular matching pro- 548

cess. Note that trials with an initial mismatch less 549

than 40◦ were not included in Fig.9B, since here 550

we were only interested in the matching processes 551

starting with a state that was not well-matched. 552

Similar values for the decay rates as shown in 553

Fig.9B were obtained at other intermediate times 554

during BP, suggesting an exponential decay of mis- 555

match during BP. 556

The type of matching process depends on 557

the initial mismatch 558

Finally, we investigated whether there are qualita- 559

tively different processes through which the binoc- 560

ular matching was obtained. Figs.3B1,2 show 561

that there are at least two ways to achieve binoc- 562

ular matching. In Fig.3B1, the two monocu- 563

lar orientation preferences drifted towards each 564

other, whereas in Fig.3B2 one orientation prefer- 565

ence switched to the other one discontinuously. 566

To determine whether the matching process is 567

achieved by drifting or switching, we examined 568

the temporal evolution of the monocular gOSI of 569

each eye during BP. When the two monocular ori- 570

entation preferences drifted towards each other, 571

the cell was orientation-selective for input from 572

each eye throughout the matching process, mean- 573
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ing that both monocular gOSIs stayed high at all574

times (Fig.10A). In contrast, when the matching575

was achieved by switching, the monocular ORF for576

input from one eye disappeared at some time and577

a new one gradually appeared, which matched the578

monocular ORF for input from the other eye. In579

this case, there was a period during which the cell580

was not orientation-selective for input from one581

eye, i.e. one monocular gOSI was low (Fig.10B).582

To discriminate between the two matching pro-583

cesses we determined the minimal monocular gOSI584

across the whole BP and related it to the mismatch585

at tswitch (Fig.10C). For small initial mismatch586

both monocular gOSIs remained large through-587

out the matching process, implying that binocular588

matching was achieved by the monocular orienta-589

tion preferences drifting towards each other. If the590

initial mismatch was large, however, it was more591

likely that one of the two orientation preferences592

switched to the other.593

Interestingly, the substantial drop in the gOSI dur-594

ing the switching process implied that the cell595

transiently responded only weakly to the input596

from one eye; it became effectively monocular dur-597

ing that transient.598

4 Discussion599

Using computational modeling we have investi-600

gated the development of orientation selectivity601

and its binocular matching in V1. The model fo-602

cused on a hypothetical neuron that receives in-603

puts from both eyes via plastic synapses. Moti-604

vated by the fact that in a multi-source system up-605

stream neurons gain selectivity before the down-606

stream neurons [7, 1], we chose the inputs from the607

upstream neurons to be orientation selective. For608

simplicity we took the upstream cells to be monoc-609

ular. The setup of the model cell is reminiscent,610

but not identical, to that of a V1 complex cell611

receiving oriented inputs from simple cells. Ex-612

perimentally, simple cells are typically binocular613

and become matched earlier during the critical pe-614

riod (P22-P23) than complex cells (P26-P31) [7].615

Thus, most inputs that complex cells receive from616

individual simple cells are already well matched617

during the relevant time period. However, simple618

cells vary substantially in their ocular dominance.619

Thus, simple cells with different preferred orienta-620

tions are likely to be dominated by different eyes.621

Effectively, these cells provide mismatched input 622

to the complex cells. Our model corresponds then 623

to the simplifying, extreme case in which the ODI 624

of all presynaptic cells is either +1 or -1. 625

One goal of our modeling was to investigate what 626

experimental findings can be captured parsimo- 627

niously in a minimal computational model. We 628

therefore assumed that the synaptic plasticity 629

mechanism itself does not change with eye-opening 630

and the subsequent onset of the critical period for 631

ocular dominance; only the input to the cortical 632

neuron, which drives the synaptic plasticity, was 633

taken to change from being uncorrelated between 634

the two eyes before eye-opening to being corre- 635

lated after eye-opening. This simplification is con- 636

sistent with a number of experimental findings. In 637

cats, orientation selectivity emerges already before 638

eye opening, driven by vision-independent spon- 639

taneous activity in the retina [20], and continues 640

to increase after eye opening. Until the onset of 641

the critical period this increase does not depend 642

on visual input [21]. Correspondingly, the onset 643

of the critical period has been identified not as a 644

change in the plasticity mechanism but as a transi- 645

tion from synaptic plasticity being driven predom- 646

inantly by spontaneous activity to being driven 647

mostly by visually evoked input [10]. This change 648

results from an increase in inhibition, which re- 649

duces the weaker, spontaneous activity - but not 650

the stronger, visually evoked activities - to mag- 651

nitudes that are not sufficient to drive synaptic 652

plasticity. Note that this scenario may vary across 653

species [22, 20]. 654

Despite its simplicity, our model captured a num- 655

ber of fundamental experimental results for the 656

development of orientation tuning in mouse V1 657

[11, 12, 7]. During the monocular phase a frac- 658

tion of the cells became orientation-selective with 659

respect to inputs from both eyes, but the preferred 660

orientations were rarely matched. The matching 661

occurred during the binocular phase and depended 662

strongly on the ocular dominance of the neuron: 663

the final binocular orientation preference was more 664

likely to be aligned with the monocular preference 665

for input from the initially dominant eye [12, 23]. 666

As in the experiment [12], the orientation selectiv- 667

ity was higher in well-matched cells and enhanced 668

by correlated visual input [18]. Both results re- 669

flect the enhanced drive the cells receive once the 670

monocular tuning curves overlap, which leads to 671

stronger plastic changes as well as enhanced selec- 672
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tivity due to the synaptic homeostasis [15].673

Detailed analysis of the model and its results pro-674

vided deeper insight into the behavior of this sys-675

tem and shed light on a number of further exper-676

imental observations. In the model the develop-677

ment of orientation selectivity and its matching678

are driven by different types of correlations in the679

inputs to the cells and therefore differ in their time680

course. Orientation selectivity starts to emerge681

already before eye opening. After eye opening vi-682

sual input is expected to enhance cortical activity683

and with it the learning speed for orientation se-684

lectivity, consistent with the results of [18]. In the685

model the matching process requires correlated in-686

puts from both eyes. It therefore suggests that687

matching does not start until eye-opening and per-688

sists then throughout the critical period. Indeed,689

experimental results suggest that at P15-P18, i.e.,690

shortly after eye-opening, the matching of V1 cells691

is still close to chance level [7], which is consistent692

with the lack of matching in dark-reared mice [11].693

However, already at the beginning of the critical694

period (P19-P21) the orientation preferences are695

somewhat matched [7]. Due to the presence of un-696

correlated spontaneous activity during the phase697

between eye-opening and the critical period [24],698

the model suggests that during that phase the699

matching proceeds more slowly than during the700

critical period.701

In experiments the preferred orientation is typi-702

cally characterized by the orientation evoking the703

maximal response. Since it is predominantly the704

synaptic weights for inputs from the subdominant705

eye that change in the matching process, the pre-706

ferred orientation obtained after matching is pre-707

dicted to be close to the initial binocularly mea-708

sured preferred orientation.709

For large mismatch the matching speed is pre-710

dicted to depend significantly on the ocular dom-711

inance. In the model, cells whose response was712

dominated by the input from one eye matched713

faster than cells that were equally responsive to714

inputs from both eyes. This reflects a competition715

between the inputs from the two eyes.716

In the model, cells whose left and right monocular717

tuning curves overlap match more rapidly. Thus,718

for a given mismatch less selective cells are pre-719

dicted to match faster. This is consistent with720

results obtained in mice that were reared in the721

dark from P1 to P30 [11]. At P30 the distribu-722

tion of their mismatch was not statistically dif-723

ferent from a uniform distribution and their se- 724

lectivity was lower than that observed at the be- 725

ginning of the critical period. As found in the 726

model, their matching progressed faster than was 727

the case for undeprived animals during the criti- 728

cal period. Conversely, binocular deprivation be- 729

tween eye-opening and the onset of the critical 730

period has been found to increase the fraction of 731

cells that have strong orientation selectivity [21] 732

but large mismatch [11]. Our model predicts that 733

their matching process will be slower. 734

Conversely, the model predicts that the mismatch 735

affects the orientation selectivity. By manipulat- 736

ing the initial mismatch at fixed orientation selec- 737

tivity, we showed that during the binocular match- 738

ing process cells did not become more orientation- 739

selective unless the mismatch was small enough to 740

allow the monocular tuning curves to overlap. 741

Moreover, the overlap of the tuning curves is pre- 742

dicted to affect the matching process in a qual- 743

itative manner. For small mismatch, for which 744

the tuning curves overlap significantly, the monoc- 745

ular preferred orientations are predicted to shift 746

smoothly towards each other. For large mismatch, 747

however, the model predicts that the response to 748

input from one eye and its selectivity drop sub- 749

stantially during the evolution. If the plastic- 750

ity period continues sufficiently long beyond that 751

phase, this reduction in response is only transient 752

and the response eventually recovers with a pre- 753

ferred orientation that has switched to that of the 754

input from the other eye. This switching process is 755

predicted to be more likely after binocular depri- 756

vation between eye-opening and the onset of the 757

critical period. If the switching occurs, however, 758

late in the critical period, the remaining duration 759

of the plastic period may not suffice for the recov- 760

ery and the cell may remain essentially monocular. 761

This has been reported experimentally for a frac- 762

tion of L2/3 cells [23]. 763

When the plasticity period in the model was suffi- 764

ciently long, all cells became highly selective and 765

very well matched, more so than observed exper- 766

imentally [11]. This could result from an over- 767

simplification of the plasticity mechanism or of 768

the stimuli used in the simulations. Alternatively, 769

it could suggest that biologically the overall plas- 770

ticity process and its duration are not optimized 771

specifically for orientation selectivity and match- 772

ing, but could have additional objectives. This in- 773

terpretation is supported by the observation that 774
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in the model the best orientation selectivity and775

matching would be achieved in the shortest time776

if there was no monocular period at all. However,777

it has been pointed out that such a monocular pe-778

riod during which contra- and ipsilateral inputs779

are uncorrelated is necessary to form retinogenic-780

ulate and geniculocortical connections with segre-781

gated eye-specific areas in LGN (reviewed in [25]).782

On long time scales the matched preferred orien-783

tations are not stable in the model. Instead, they784

perform diffusive motion, reflecting the stochastic785

nature of the presented inputs. To what extent786

this drift is biologically relevant depends on the787

duration of the period during which the relevant788

synapses are plastic. The somewhat limited de-789

gree of selectivity and matching that is observed790

by the end of the critical period suggests that this791

duration may not be long enough to observe this792

drift [26].793

In our model the plasticity resulted from changes794

in the synaptic weights that were driven by corre-795

lations between presynaptic spikes and the evolu-796

tion of the postsynaptic voltage, combined with a797

homeostatic mechanism based on the postsynap-798

tic long-term activity [15]. We expect that most of799

our results do not depend on the specific details of800

the plasticity mechanism as long as it has a Heb-801

bian component that is based on the correlations802

between pre- and postsynaptic activities and that803

does not change the weights for low presynaptic804

activity, in combination with homeostatic regula-805

tion. Conceivably, the plasticity mechanism could806

have a strong structural component [27], which807

may be quite likely at this developmental stage808

of the animal.809

We have considered in our model only a single neu-810

ron and its feedforward inputs. In the mammalian811

V1 the L2/3 and the L4 neurons are, however,812

part of a recurrent network. In higher mammals,813

anatomically close V1 neurons have similar pre-814

ferred orientations, giving rise to orientation maps815

[28, 29] and neurons with similar preferred orien-816

tations have a higher probability to be connected817

with each other [30]. In contrast, in mouse the818

spatial clustering of the preferred orientations is819

weaker and neurons with different preferred orien-820

tations are intermixed. The development of orien-821

tation selectivity in such a recurrently connected822

network of neurons has been studied extensively823

[31, 22, 32]. How the network affects the match-824

ing process under correlated input is, however, still825

an open question. 826

The framework of our model can readily be ap- 827

plied to neurons in other multi-channel systems 828

such as binaural auditory neurons or multisensory 829

neurons to capture the development and match- 830

ing of multiple, single-channel receptive fields that 831

represent corresponding physical properties (e.g. 832

orientation, position). For multisensory neurons 833

in superior colliculus, for example, it has been 834

shown that the selectivity of multisensory neu- 835

rons develops after the development of selectiv- 836

ity of its upstream unisensory neurons [1], which 837

is similar to the setup in our model. The binoc- 838

ular vision and its ensuing matching of orienta- 839

tion selectivity through binocular vision in our vi- 840

sual cortex model corresponds to sensing the same 841

event through different modalities simultaneously 842

and the matching of their corresponding receptive 843

fields. Thus, the ideas and results developed here 844

may readily carry over to explain experimental re- 845

sults for the development and matching of recep- 846

tive fields in other sensory cortices integrating in- 847

puts across modalities [1]. 848

To conclude, by modeling the development and 849

binocular matching for a hypothetical cell in vi- 850

sual cortex V1, we captured a host of experimen- 851

tal results in mouse and give several predictions. 852

Key elements of the model are the evolution and 853

competition of two monocular receptive fields in 854

the presence of correlated inputs. The simplic- 855

ity of this framework makes it a good candidate 856

to investigate the interaction between selectivity, 857

channel-dominance, and mismatch of a specific 858

physical property at the single neuron level during 859

the matching process in multi-source experience- 860

dependent sensory systems. 861
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